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Specific interactions between proteins and their molecular

partners drive most biological processes, so understanding

how these interactions evolve is an important question for

biochemists and evolutionary biologists alike. It is often thought

that ancestral proteins were systematically more promiscuous

than modern proteins and that specificity usually evolves after

gene duplication by partitioning and refining the activities of

multifunctional ancestors. However, recent studies using

ancestral protein reconstruction (APR) have found that

ligand-specific functions in some modern protein families

evolved de novo from ancestors that did not already have those

functions. Further, the new specific interactions evolved by

simple mechanisms, with just a few mutations changing

classically recognized biochemical determinants of specificity,

such as steric and electrostatic complementarity. Acquiring

new specific interactions during evolution therefore appears to

be neither difficult nor rare. Rather, it is likely that proteins

continually gain and lose new activities over evolutionary time

as mutations cause subtle but consequential changes in the

shape and electrostatics of interaction interfaces. Only a few of

these activities, however, are incorporated into the biological

processes that contribute to fitness before they are lost to the

ravages of further mutation.
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Specific molecular interactions — between enzymes and

substrates, receptors and ligands, and transcription factors

and DNA response elements — underlie most cellular

processes. How these interactions evolve has long been

a source of interest for biochemists and evolutionary

biologists [1–5].
www.sciencedirect.com 
Does specificity evolve from multifunctional
ancestors?
A widely accepted hypothesis is that ancestral proteins

were generalists, recognizing a broad set of ligands:

according to this view, modern highly specialized proteins

evolved after gene duplication of these ancestors by parti-

tioning and refining their ancient activities [2,4–10]. One

rationale for this hypothesis is that evolving a new specific

interaction or biochemical activity may require many

genetic changes, and such complicated evolutionary paths

are unlikely to be traversed after a gene duplication

before deleterious mutations eliminate the extra copy

[8,10,11]. If all the activities of highly specific enzymes

were already present in their ancestors, evolution

could simply distribute those functions [12] among the

descendants and potentially fine-tune them subsequently

[9,13]. (For definitions of specificity and promiscuity, see

Box 1.)

This idea is appealing for several reasons. First, some

present-day enzymes carry out secondary, biologically

relevant “moonlighting” activities [14,15,16��], so it is

plausible that ancestral proteins might also have had such

activities, which subsequently evolved into the primary

functions of extant proteins. Second, comparative studies

of modern enzymes suggest that losing biochemical activ-

ities might be genetically simpler than evolving new ones,

particularly given the tight constraints imposed by protein

architecture. Supporting this view, homologous enzymes

with distinct substrate specificities often differ by many

residues, and efforts to transform the specificity of one

into another by swapping a few amino acids at structurally

important sites usually fail, abolishing existing biochemi-

cal functions rather than conferring new ones [17]. More-

over, directed evolution studies have found that new

substrate specificities can evolve more easily and along

shorter genetic paths by optimizing low-level side activi-

ties present in the starting protein than by acquiring

activity on an entirely new substrate [18–20]. This work

has also shown that some secondary activities can evolve

without significantly compromising a proteins primary

function [11,18], providing a plausible scenario by which

ancestral proteins could have slowly acquired the func-

tions that were ultimately partitioned among their

descendants.

These observations are consistent with the idea that

specific proteins can readily evolve from generalist ances-

tors, but they are not sufficient to establish that historical
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Box 1 Defining specificity (and evolutionary paths to it).

A ligand-specific protein carries out biologically relevant functions

only when it physically interacts with certain other molecules.

Specificity evolves de novo when a descendant protein possesses

a ligand-specific function that was absent in its ancestor. A

multifunctional or generalist ancestor possesses several such

biological functions, which can be partitioned (and potentially

amplified or refined) among its descendants. A ligand-specific

biological function is distinct from a promiscuous chemical

side-activity, which does not affect cells or organisms [14,16��].
Biologically insignificant chemical activities are present in virtually all

molecules [55]: even the lowest-affinity interactions still form

complexes sometimes, and the least efficient enzymes turn over

substrate at some rate. Side-activities may also be insignificant

because the relevant substrates or ligands do not naturally occur or

because the products do not contribute to the organisms function or

fitness. It is therefore trivial to observe that a protein with

ligand-specific function descends from an ancestral protein that

promiscuously interacted with the ligand to some degree. Only

biologically significant functions are relevant to understanding the

evolutionary dynamics that drive the evolution of specificity; unless

they affect the organisms biology, low-level promiscuous activities

are invisible to natural selection and have no effect on the proteins

evolutionary fate.
evolution always — or even usually — occurred this way,

or that it is genetically difficult for proteins to evolve

specificity de novo. First, the existence of moonlighting

activities in many present-day proteins does not neces-

sarily imply that all the functions of extant proteins are

derived from secondary functions in their ancestors. Sec-

ond, directed evolution regimes are designed to rapidly

produce desired chemical activities, with high mutation

rates, very strong selection, few pleiotropic constraints,

and little or no opportunity for drift; they are therefore

unrepresentative of the long-term historical processes of

protein evolution [21]. Finally, comparative studies of

homologous proteins are limited in their capacity to

identify the minimal causes of functional differences,

because long periods of sequence divergence and epi-

static interactions among substitutions might obscure

relatively simple mechanisms by which proteins in the

deep past diverged in function [22,23].

Reconstructing molecular evolution using
ancestral protein reconstruction
Recent developments in ancestral protein reconstruction

(APR) make it possible to directly address the historical

evolution of specificity. This strategy begins with statis-

tical inference of ancestral protein sequences, followed by

gene synthesis, expression of ancestral proteins, and

characterization of their physical and functional proper-

ties [24]. These techniques allow hypotheses about the

specificity or promiscuity of ancestral proteins to be

experimentally assessed. Further, amino acid changes

from key intervals of phylogenetic history can be re-

introduced into reconstructed ancestral proteins, so

hypotheses about the mechanisms by which changes in

specificity evolved can be directly tested.
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Recent studies have used APR to reconstruct the evolu-

tion of specificity (Table 1). Of these, many have found

that the specificities of related extant proteins were

partitioned [25�,26–29] or enhanced [30�,31�,32–37] from

a common ancestor with multiple functions. These stud-

ies establish that multifunctional ancestors sometimes

give rise to specific descendants, but they do not reveal

the genetic or biochemical mechanisms for how those

functions evolved in the first place.

Several recent studies, however, have documented

protein families in which the specific biological functions

of present-day proteins evolved de novo from ancestral

proteins that lacked those functions, and they reveal

the mechanisms by which those new functions evolved

[38�,39–42]. Here we survey these findings, discus-

sing three case studies in which different kinds of bio-

logical specificity evolved de novo: substrate-specificity

of an enzyme, ligand-specificity of an allosterically

regulated protein, and DNA-specificity of a transcription

factor.

Substrate-specificity of metabolic enzymes
Members of evolutionarily related enzyme families typi-

cally share similar catalytic chemistry but have diverse

substrate specificity [3,43,44]. APR can clarify how this

diversity evolved by measuring the activity of ancestral

proteins against the substrates of their descendants

and then identifying the historical causes, both genetic

and structural, that can recapitulate the evolution of the

derived specificity.

A recent study examined how highly distinct substrate

specificities evolved in a pair of related enzymes — the

malate and lactate dehydrogenases (MDH and LDH)

of apicomplexan alveolates, a phylum of single-celled

eukaryotes [39]. These two enzymes, which play key

metabolic roles, are related by a gene duplication event

that occurred 700–900 million years ago. MDH catalyzes

reduction of oxaloacetate, whereas LDH catalyzes reduc-

tion of pyruvate. Each enzyme is highly specific, with

virtually no activity against the substrate of its paralog.

The two ligands differ in that oxaloacetate is longer and

charged, with a C3 hydroxyl group and a carboxylate at

C4, whereas pyruvate is smaller and ends with a hydro-

phobic methyl.

The authors reconstructed and characterized the common

ancestral protein from which the Apicomplexan MDHs

and LDHs arose (AncM/L) by duplication (Figure 1a).

They found that AncM/L was not multifunctional; rather,

like extant MDHs, it was highly specific for oxaloacetate,

with virtually no activity on pyruvate and a preference for

oxaloacetate (ratio of kcat/Km for the two substrates > 107).

In contrast, the subsequent common ancestor of all extant

LDHs (AncL) was, like extant LDHs, specific for pyru-

vate, preferring it over oxaloacetate by >200 000-fold. A
www.sciencedirect.com
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Table 1

Ancestral reconstruction studies of specific molecular interactions. For each protein family studied, the cladogram shows the specific

biological or biochemical property assayed, its distribution among extant and reconstructed ancestral proteins (circles). Protein families

are grouped on the basis of their evolutionary history: de novo evolution of a new specific function after gene duplication (purple),

partitioning of functions from a multifunctional ancestor (green), or partitioning of functions from a multifunctional ancestor with

refinement of an ancestral activity in one or both lineages (orange). For studies that dissect genetic mechanisms, the number of

large-effect replacements necessary to recapitulate the shift in specificity is shown on the lineage on which they occurred. Red letters,

major function or activity (high affinity, catalytic efficiency, etc.); gray, minor function (lower affinity, etc.).
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Figure 1
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Evolution of lactate and malate dehydrogenase specificity in

Apicomplexa [39]. (a) Evolutionary relationships of paralogous

dehydrogenases and reconstructed ancestral proteins (circles),

colored by their substrate-specificity for oxaloacetate (orange) or

pyruvate (green). (b) Catalytic efficiency of extant and reconstructed

dehydrogenases on oxaloacetate and pyruvate. Effect on ancestral

activity of the historical amino acid replacement Arg102Lys (LYS102)

and an insertion in the active site loop are shown; arrows show
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discrete switch in specificity — not partitioning of activity

from a generalist ancestral protein — therefore occurred

during the phylogenetic interval between AncM/L and

AncL.

To identify the best candidates among the 65 substitu-

tions that took place in this interval, Boucher et al. deter-

mined the X-ray crystal structures of the two ancestral

proteins. Two of the changes were in the active site loop,

a six amino acid insertion and an arginine to lysine

substitution at a nearby site (Arg102Lys). When intro-

duced together into AncM/L, they recapitulated evolu-

tion of the derived specificity, causing a 60 000-fold

increase in catalytic efficiency (kcat/Km) on pyruvate

and a >40 000-fold reduction on oxaloacetate, thus shift-

ing preference by more than ten orders of magnitude.

The loop insertion alone conferred the new function

almost entirely, increasing pyruvate efficiency by a factor

of >12 000, while only weakly affecting oxaloacetate

activity (Figure 1b). Introducing just Arg102Lys moder-

ately reduced catalysis of oxaloacetate without affecting

pyruvate activity, yielding a weaker enzyme on either

substrate. Whichever mutation occurred first, the result-

ing intermediate form existed only transiently, because

AncL and all known descendants possess both sequence

features and are pyruvate-specific.

The ancestral crystal structures provided a physical expla-

nation for how the loop insertion conferred the novel

activity on pyruvate (Figure 1c). AncM/L was specific

for oxaloacetate because the positively charged side

chain of Arg102, which paired with oxaloacetates nega-

tively charged carboxylate group, was left unsatisfied by

pyruvates methyl. The insertion placed a Trp residue

near this position, which improved hydrophobic packing

of the methyl and moved residue 102 out of the active site

into a solvent-exposed position, allowing that residues

electrostatic potential to be satisfied when pyruvate is

bound. The structures also showed that the loop and

substitution together would likely reduce activity on

oxaloacetate because they would leave that substrates

carboxylate unpaired in the active site.

Thus, LDH appears to have acquired its pyruvate reduc-

tase function de novo by a single genetic change that

altered a key electrostatic contact between protein and

substrate; a second change then abolished the ancestral

function by further altering electrostatic contacts. APR

was essential to this discovery: extant MDH and LDHs
possible evolutionary paths from oxaloacetate-specificity to pyruvate-

specificity. (c) Mechanism for the evolution of pyruvate specificity in

LDH. The top row shows a portion of the structure of the ancestor

AncM/L with oxaloacetate (left) and pyruvate (right); the bottom row

shows the derived ancestor AncL. Sites affected by the key genetic

changes are shown, with colors corresponding to panel A. Oxygen

atoms, magenta; nitrogen, blue. Dashed lines show hydrogen bonds

from enzyme to substrate; X, unsatisfied electrostatic potential.
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Figure 2
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Evolution of ligand specificity in vertebrate steroid receptors [40,45].

(a) Evolutionary relationship of estrogen receptors (ERs) and non-

aromatized steroid receptors (naSRs). Circles represent reconstructed
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share only �50% sequence identity, and swapping these

two active site changes between paralogs is no longer

sufficient to interconvert their functions [39]. This obser-

vation indicates that subsequent epistatic substitutions

modified the effect that the key sequence changes had

when they occurred historically.

Ligand-specificity of allosteric recognition
Many proteins bind and are allosterically regulated by

specific interactions with other proteins or small mole-

cules. Our laboratory has studied the evolution of this

phenomenon in the vertebrate steroid receptors (SRs), a

family of allosterically regulated transcription factors with

diverse specificity for steroid hormones [26,27,40,45,46].

The receptors ligand binding domain (LBD) binds a

steroid molecule in its hydrophobic core, which causes

the transcriptionally active conformation to be favored.

There are two phylogenetic classes of SRs, which also

correspond to the chemistry of their ligands: the estrogen

receptors (ERs) bind steroids with an aromatized A-ring

and a 3-hydroxyl, and the non-aromatized steroid recep-

tors (naSRs) bind androgens (AR), progestogens (PR),

glucocorticoids (GR), and mineralocortioids (MR), most

of which have a 3-carbonyl (Figure 2a). Eick et al. [40]

reconstructed the LBD of AncSR1, the common ancestor

of all present-day vertebrate SRs, which duplicated to

produce the two classes (Figure 2a). This protein was

found to be highly specific for estrogens, activating tran-

scription in response to low doses of vertebrate estrogens

but causing no activation in the presence of a large panel

of non-aromatized steroids. In contrast, the subsequent

common ancestor of all the naSRs (AncSR2) displayed

the opposite specificity, with a very sensitive response to

a variety of nonaromatized steroids and no activation by

any estrogens. A discrete shift in functional specificity

therefore occurred on the branch between these two

ancestral proteins, with functional sensitivity to a new

ligand evolving de novo and the ancestral ligand-sensitiv-

ity being abolished.

Extant ERs and naSRs differ at about 70% of sequence

sites, and even AncSR1 and AncSR2 differ by
ancestral proteins (AncSR1 and AncSR2), colored by their ligand

specificity for estrogens (purple) or steroids with a nonaromatized A-

ring (green). (b) Effect of two historical substitutions on preference for

aromatized or non-aromatized steroids. Each protein is plotted

according to the ligand concentration at which half-maximal activation

of a luciferase reporter was achieved (EC50), for the estrogen estradiol

and the otherwise identical but nonaromatized androgen bolandiol.

Effect of ancestral and derived states (lower and upper case,

respectively) of historical mutations glu41GLN and leu75MET are

shown when introduced into the reconstructed ancestral proteins. (c)

Mechanism for large-effect historical mutations. Top row shows

AncSR1 with ancestral states in complex with the aromatized ring of

estrogens (left) and nonaromatized steroids (right). Bottom row shows

AncSR2 with derived states. Key residues are labeled; Arg82 is

conserved among all steroid receptors. Oxygen atoms, magenta;

nitrogen, blue; sulfur, orange. Dashed lines show hydrogen bonds

from ligand to receptor; X, unsatisfied electrostatic potential.

Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2017, 47:113–122
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171 substitutions, suggesting that the mechanism for the

difference in specificity might be very complex. But APR,

along with an X-ray crystal structure of the ancestral

protein, allowed the authors to identify two substitutions

that occurred during the interval between AncSR1 and

AncSR2 that can account for most of the evolutionary

change in specificity [45]. Reversing these two sites in

AncSR2 to their ancestral states conferred a >100 000-

fold shift in preference for estrogens vs. non-aromatized

steroids. Introducing the derived states into AncSR1 also

conferred activation by nonaromatized steroids and dra-

matically shifted the receptors preference from estrogens

to these hormones (Figure 2b).

The two key mutations altered the electrostatics of the

pocket and its complementarity to polar groups on

the two ligands (Figure 2c). AncSR1 coordinated the

hormones A-ring using a network of hydrogen-bond

acceptors that are fully satisfied with estrogens, including

a Glu that accepts a hydrogen bond from the 3-hydroxyl of

estrogens. This network effectively excluded nonaroma-

tized steroids, most of which contain a 3-carbonyl,

because that complex would contain an excess of unsat-

isfied hydrogen-bond acceptors in the pocket; even non-

aromatized steroids that contain a potential donor at this

position present it at the wrong angle to pair with the Glu

[46]. The two key substitutions replaced this Glu with

Gln and introduced a second polar residue into the

pocket, which created a new arrangement of donors

and acceptors that could pair with nonaromatized steroids

but left the 3-hydroxyl of estrogens unpaired. Molecular

dynamics and hydrogen-deuterium exchange experi-

ments both showed that the derived proteins hydrogen

bond network is consistently satisfied in the active con-

formation when nonaromatized steroids are bound. But

with estrogen in the pocket, AncSR2 explores numerous

suboptimal conformations in which the hydrogen bonding

potential of the pocket is unfulfilled, unless water mole-

cules are drawn into the proteins interior, disrupting the

active conformation. Thus, as in MDH/LDH evolution,

just two historical mutations are sufficient in the ancestral

background to remodel the binding site, changing specific

electrostatic complementarity to the ancestral ligand into

specific complementarity to the derived ligand.

DNA specificity of transcription factors
Regulation of cell state and activity depends on specific

interactions between transcription factors and DNA

response elements (REs) in the vicinity of target genes.

Evolution of DNA specificity has been studied using APR

in several families of TFs, including the DNA-binding

domain of SRs. All SRs bind as dimers to palindromes

of a 6 base-pair ‘half-site.’ ERs bind preferentially to

EREs — palindromes of AGGTCA — whereas naSRs

bind to SREs (palindromes of AGAACA and variants)

[47,48]; ERs activate reporter transcription effectively
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2017, 47:113–122 
from EREs but not SREs, and the converse is true of

naSRs (Figure 3a).

Reconstruction and characterization of the DBDs of

AncSR1 and AncSR2 illuminated the evolutionary trajec-

tory and mechanisms by which these specificities diver-

sified [42]. AncSR1s DBD, like its LBD, was highly

specific, activating reporter expression from EREs but

showing no activation on SREs. AncSR2s specificity was

inverted, activating from SREs but not at all on EREs.

Thus, SRE-mediated transcriptional activity evolved de
novo from an ancestor that did not already possess that

function. Follow-up biochemical studies showed that this

change in biological specificity was mediated by massive

changes in affinity between AncSR1 and AncSR2 — an

increase in affinity for SRE by a factor of �200 and a

�400-fold reduction in ERE affinity, together yielding an

80 000-fold shift in relative affinity. Underscoring the

point that low-level chemical activities are not necessarily

relevant in biological terms, AncSR1 did have weak

affinity for SREs, and AncSR2 had weak affinity for

EREs, but in both cases those affinities were too low

to mediate transcriptional activation.

The shift in specificity was caused in large part by a few

genetic changes. The authors focused on three key sub-

stitutions that occurred during the AncSR1-AncSR2 inter-

val, were conserved in different states between the two

classes of SR, and are located on the proteins ‘recognition

helix’ (RH), which inserts into the DNA major groove

and contacts the variable base pairs in the half-site.

Experiments showed that these were indeed large-effect

historical substitutions: reversing them in AncSR2 to the

ancestral state was sufficient to switch the proteins DNA

specificity in reporter assays from SRE back to ERE and

to confer a �1500-fold increase in relative affinity for

EREs (Figure 3b). Conversely, when the derived states

were introduced into AncSR1, they increased specificity

for SREs by four to five orders of magnitude by both

increasing SRE affinity and reducing ERE affinity. When

introduced together with a group of permissive mutations

that nonspecifically affected DNA affinity, these three

substitutions yielded a DBD that mediated robust tran-

scription on SRE.

In this case, too, the mutations reversed the proteins

specificity by changing electrostatic complementarity to

the ligands. X-ray crystal structures and MD simulations

of the ancestral proteins showed that the three substitu-

tions did not establish any new positive interactions to

SREs; rather, they affected exclusionary interactions,

removing steric clashes and unsatisfied polar/charged

groups that had reduced the AncSR1s affinity for SRE,

while introducing new incompatibilities with ERE. For

example, AncSR1 bound SRE poorly because an ancestral

glutamate on AncSR1s recognition helix sterically clashed

with two methyl groups on the DNA that are unique to
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 3
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Evolution of DNA specificity in vertebrate steroid receptors [42]. (a)

Evolutionary relationship of DNA binding domains (DBDs) of ERs and

naSRs. Circles represent the ancestral proteins, AncSR1 and AncSR2.

Colors show preference for estrogen or steroid response elements

(ERE, purple; SRE, green). (b) Effect of historical amino acid

replacements on DNA affinity for ERE and SRE, shown as the

association constant (Ka) for each motif in a fluorescence anisotropy

binding assay. Purple arrow shows the preference-switching effect of

introducing the derived states at three residues in the recognition helix

(+RH) and the non-specific effect of permissive changes (+P) on

AncSR1. Green arrows show the effect of reverting to the ancestral

residues at the RH sites (-RH). (c) Mechanism for the effect of

historical RH substitution glu25GLY on specificity. The top and bottom

rows shows AncSR1 and AncSR2, respectively, in complex with ERE

(left) and SRE (right). The proteins RH is shown as an oval, and the

www.sciencedirect.com 
SRE, leaving the glutamate and several other charged or

polar moieties in the interface unsatisfied. In AncSR2,

this glutamate is replaced with a glycine, which both

removes the charged side chain and its unsatisfied poten-

tial and relieves the steric clash, increasing SRE affinity

without introducing any new positive interactions. In

turn, the derived side chains also left several polar groups

on the ERE unpaired. Thus, specificity was shifted not by

generating new positive interactions with the derived RE

but by changing the negative determinants of specificity

to exclude the ancestral binding site and allow binding to

the derived site.

Evolution and the biochemical mechanisms of
specificity
These studies used APR to investigate different kinds

of molecular specificity — between enzymes and sub-

strates, receptors and ligands, and transcription factors

and DNA — but they reveal similarities in the genetic

and physical mechanisms of functional evolution.

Although the number of cases is relatively small (Table 1),

three major lessons emerge. First, the specific biological

functions of extant proteins have in some cases emerged

de novo following gene duplications; although such de novo
trajectories are not the most frequent kind of history

observed, they can and do occur. Second, when new

specific interactions with molecular partners evolved,

they did so through a small number of large-effect sub-

stitutions, with other historical sequences changes exert-

ing permissive, fine-tuning, or inconsequential effects

[49–51]. Third, the mechanisms by which these large-

effect substitutions conferred new functions were rela-

tively simple, involving steric clashes and changes in polar

interactions between protein and ligand.

These evolutionary observations are consistent with fun-

damental knowledge concerning the biochemical causes

of protein specificity [52��,53]. Although a satisfied hydro-

gen bond makes only a small contribution to affinity in

solvent — because the system forms the same number of

hydrogen bonds whether or not the complex is bound —

an unsatisfied polar or charged group on a hydrophobic

interface can strongly reduce affinity by causing the

bound complex to make fewer total hydrogen bonds than

the unbound state. [53,54��]. A polar or charged group can

therefore discriminate strongly against ligands that pro-

vide no complementary group to fulfill the residues

electrostatic potential. Steric clashes can also have
DNA major groove as a colored arc; bases that participate in specific

interactions are shown, numbered according to their strand. Bases

that differ between the REs are colored. Side chains at site 25 and the

conserved residue Lys28 are shown. Magenta, oxygen atoms; blue,

nitrogen; black, methyl group. Hydrogen bonds are shown with

dashed lines. X, unsatisfied hydrogen bonding potential. A steric clash

between methyl groups on the SRE and the ancestral glu25

repositions that side chain, disrupting two ancestral hydrogen bonds;

substitution of GLY25 relieves this clash and allows SRE binding.

Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2017, 47:113–122
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dramatic effects on specificity, because Pauli repulsion

effects are associated with very high energies; a protein

structure may adjust to minimize such clashes, but these

changes often disrupt other interactions in the complex.

These findings imply that specificity should be evolvable

via one or a very few mutations. A substitution that intro-

duces a donor or acceptor onto a hydrophobic interface can

increase the free energy of binding by up to 5 kcal/mol,

decreasing affinity by 5000-fold [54��]. Conversely, a sub-

stitution that removes an existing polar or charged

group — or satisfies an existing unpaired group — will

increase affinity by the same amount. A single substitution

that accomplishes both of these changes, leaving a donor or

acceptor unsatisfied with one ligand and satisfying a pre-

viously unpaired group – can therefore shift specificity by

up to 107-fold. Substitutions that induce ligand-specific

steric clashes or introduce multiple unsatisfied donors or

acceptors into a binding site can have even larger effects.

These are precisely the kinds of mechanisms — and mag-

nitude of effects — that APR studies show drove de novo
acquisition of specific functions during historical protein

evolution.

Why are trajectories from generalist ancestors
so common?
If specific functions have evolved de novo in some cases by

such simple mechanisms, then why does there appear to

be a preponderance of protein families in which specific

paralogs evolved by partitioning from a multifunctional

ancestor (Table 1)? There are three requirements for

paralogs with distinct specific functions to evolve. With-

out specifying an order in which they must occur, those

requirements are: a gene duplication must take place; the

distinct biochemical activities found in the extant para-

logs must be differentially gained and/or lost among the

paralogs in a way that produces distinct specificities; and

the genes and their relevant functions must be preserved

to the present. We propose that the third requirement

often represents the rate-limiting factor in long-term

protein evolution and is the primary cause of differences

in the observed frequency of trajectories in which specific

paralogs evolve from multifunctional ancestors vs. those

in which new specificity evolves de novo.

Both de novo and partitioning histories require a gene

duplication, so the first requirement per se cannot account

for the preponderance of trajectories in the former cate-

gory. What about the second requirement: is it difficult or

unlikely for biochemical activities to originate de novo?
The answer is almost certainly no. Virtually all extant

proteins have a large number of chemical side-activi-

ties — sometimes high-efficiency ones — that do not con-

tribute to the organisms function or fitness (reviewed in

[16��,43]). Further, as the studies we have discussed make

clear, new specific activities can often evolve via just one

or a few substitutions. It is therefore likely that proteins
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2017, 47:113–122 
are continually gaining and losing secondary biochemical

activities during evolution because of the stochastic pro-

cesses of mutation and drift. The purported difficulty of

evolving new biochemical activities is thus not a plausible

explanation for the preponderance of histories in which

the ancestor already had the functions of its descendants.

Indeed, new activities must have originated during evo-

lution at some point to have been present in the ancestor

and/or its descendants; partitioning histories merely push

these events further back in time.

We propose that the key difference between the two

kinds of trajectories is how they affect the third require-

ment — that duplicated genes and biochemical activities

be retained over evolutionary time. Unless genes are

conserved by purifying selection, mutation and drift

erode their sequences quickly, leading to loss of function,

expression, or the reading frame itself. To be preserved

over long periods of evolutionary time, then, a duplicate

gene and its biochemical activity must contribute to

fitness. In some cases, such as during adaptation to strong

selection pressures like novel antibiotics or pesticides, a

new chemical activity might be immediately advanta-

geous and become selectively maintained [56–60]. But in

most cases, the divergent specificities of proteins involve

endogenous ligands, and these activities are more slowly

integrated into the organisms biology — its development,

physiology, or metabolism, for example. This suggests

that subsequent genetic changes at other loci, affecting

such processes as production of a substrate or ligand,

utilization of the product, or regulation of the genes

expression, were likely required to incorporate the new

activity into the organisms biological processes and fit-

ness. Because additional genetic changes across multiple

genes are involved, this process is likely to be a major

limiting factor in the long-term evolution of most new

protein functions.

A key difference between de novo and partitioning evolu-

tionary histories is that the latter leave more time for a

new biochemical activity to become biologically signifi-

cant and subject to purifying selection. In de novo evolu-

tion, a biochemical activity must originate after gene

duplication and then be incorporated into the biological

functions of the organism before the activity or the gene

is lost. In contrast, partitioning from a multifunctional

ancestor requires the new activity to evolve before the

duplication, and it can become biologically significant

either during this pre-duplication period, when the single

copy of the gene is protected from degenerative mutation

by purifying selection, or after. Partitioning histories

therefore leave more time than de novo histories do for

this rate-limiting step to occur and are for that reason —

not because evolving a new function is genetically diffi-

cult — more likely to produce pairs of paralogs with

distinct specificities. A partitioning trajectory also re-

quires the ancestral activities to be partially lost in a
www.sciencedirect.com
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complementary fashion among the paralogs, but this step

is unlikely to be rate-limiting because it can occur by

degenerative mutation and neutral drift [12].

A corollary of this argument is that there is no reason to

believe that ancient proteins were in general more multi-

functional or promiscuous than extant ones. When we say

that an extant protein evolved some specific function de
novo, this means only that the ancestral protein from

which it evolved did not have that function, not that it

did not have any — or many — other side activities.

Todays proteins will eventually be the ancestors of

tomorrows. Between now and then, many promiscuous

activities will be gained and lost; only those that both

become biological functions constrained by natural selec-

tion and undergo gene duplication will ultimately pro-

duce paralogs with distinct specificities. Of the innumer-

able biochemical activities that extant proteins now

possess or will acquire, the only ones that scientists of

the future will observe — and the only ones for which we

will demand an account of their ancestors — are these

happy few.
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